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Introduction
The traditional economic policy concentrates on the economic solutions to the issues

developed by the market-level factors, for example, misaligned incentives, externalities, and

information asymmetries (Hausman, and Welch, 2010). On the contrary, the nudges offer

behaviour solutions for the issues which are commonly presumed to be originated from the

constraints in hominoid decision-making, likely known as bias. The policymakers have

reasons to exploit the power of behavioural nudges. The application of the nudges in the

extremes has left large space in policy options that had less economic literature (Bruns et al.,

2018). The present paper is going to offer a reminder to the policymakers that behavioural

economics has an influential capacity on policies where nudge is the prominent, not most

powerful tool necessarily. The present study will discuss the behavioural nudges concept and

will offer the potential behaviour nudges to overcome the market inefficiency by the

policymakers. It is a contrasting analysis of the efficacy of nudges in market inefficiency. The

successful and unsuccessful examples of the policy nudges can demonstrate the applications

in real life.

Analysis
Behavioural nudges

The concept of “nudges” has been coined by the researchers Thaler and Sunstein (2008) and

described as the various instruments set that utilise behaviour insights for affecting the

individual behaviour with the choice architecture of nudges in a printable manner without

prohibiting any adoptions or significantly altering the economic incentives. Nudges are not

mandatory; like keeping fruit at a superior level is a nudge but banning the junk foods is not.

Consequently, in the “standard choice model,” the nudge does not change the income or raise

prices or restrict the consumer choices; instead, it influences the human behaviour by shifting

the circumstances where the choices are made (Hansen and Jespersen, 2013). The nudges

have become the alternative options in economic interventions. It primarily depends on

automatic decision processes while impacting the behaviour by altering context. Instead, the

incentives seemed to change cognition and focused on mindful decision-making as per Dolan

et al., (2012). Nudges have been evolving into multiple fields as “a form of soft regulation",

such as environmental protection, health and finance (Lourenco et al., 2016; World Bank,

2014).
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Even recently, the UK coalition government, as well as other global governments, have

appeared to be attracted by “the behavioural economics and the idea of nudging the citizens

towards better choices” (Impact of Social Sciences, 2022). Behavioural economics has used

psychological insights to make rational decisions by humans that are refined over decades.

However, the usage of behavioural nudges in policymaking is subjected to criticism even

with its grown popularity. A criticized aspect and most remarkable one is that nudges can

influence the individual behaviour deprived of being noticed by the impacted subject

(Rebonato, 2014; Sunstein, 2016). It has raised a concern about nudges which mention it

covertly disrupt individual autonomy, which is unethical. Hence, the regulation lacks of

transparency which characterizes regulatory instruments. Supposedly, if a government has

imposed taxes for diminishing the product consumption like carbon dioxide or cigarettes,

then people know about these taxes and induce governments for justifying them. However, if

governments instead of the opt-in system, set out an opt-out system for promoting specific

behaviour, then it can exploit multiple psychological biases even without the awareness of

people (Owens et al., 2014). Thereby, according to the vignette study of Felsen et al., (2013),

a proportion of personalities has restrictions toward nudges. Recent research has offered

evidence of autonomy and intrinsic value of the decision rights.

Henceforth, in recent years policy methods have been using the policy tool nudges as a most

visible tool. There are multiple interventions which are featured as nudges; however, the most

influential one is the “notion of defaulting people into a retirement savings plan” (Bartling et

al., 2014). Hence, in effect, the policymakers move human behaviour automatically from one

choice to another set, but the process is completely costless for the person who is making the

optimal choices. Sometimes, the other policies and nudges boundaries are indistinct.

Therefore, nudges are the explicit rule out obligations of the consumer behaviour; however

not legislation for the firm’s behaviour.

Policymakers effectively use Nudges to overcome market inefficiencies.

In neoclassical economics, the market inefficiency takes place in which the segregation of

goods and services by “a free market which is not Pareto efficient”. It might lead to a net loss

of economic value. Hence, in market inefficiency, the individual pursues only self-interest

leads to the outcomes which are inefficient but can be amended from a social point of view

(Wuthisatian and Thanetsunthorn, 2018). The existence of market inefficiencies can occur

from supranational and government institutions that intervene in a specific market or self-
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regulatory organisations. Microeconomics is generally concerned with market inefficiency

and its causes in the mean of correction (Sunstein, 2015). These analyses of the market

inefficiency play a central part in constructing public policy decisions. The market

inefficiency takes place when there are no external impacts of transactions, the market is

adequately competitive, purchasers are completely informed about credit goods, and the

associated goods are not consumer goods. If the four assumptions do not hold, it indicates

market inefficiency/ failure (Sunstein, 2014). Multiple government policy interventions are

there like subsidies, taxes, prices, and wage control, as well as regulations for controlling the

inefficiency of the market, which can lead to government failure. These behaviours act as the

“alternative standard government intervention options” for utilising subsidies and taxes to

influence the individual choices in the market inefficiency. The present section will explain

how the policymakers use nudges to mitigate or resolve the dysfunctions from the behaviour

causes of market inefficiency. In light of the research of Tomer (2017), typically, nudges act

as warnings, disclosures, or default rules as the most significant responses to mitigate or

eliminate the market inefficiencies (p.512).

It implies that the consumers are tricked into paying heavily for the products which are not

for their well-being. However, all the market inefficiencies do not consider behavioural

economics. Hence, the sovereignty of consumers does not exist if the following assumptions

of behaviour do not hold; if the consumers know which things are offered well-being to them,

the consumers allow organisations to influence them. On the contrary, organisations are

motivated strongly for supplying goods that have consumer well-being-without making only

profits; consumers interact with organisations through marketing behaviour (Low, 2011).

However, surprisingly behaviour like this typically does not exist in the real markets.

Generally, the consumers only purchase the products which typically reflect their preference

and are unaware of preferences that offer well-being (Tomer, 2011). Secondly, in behavioural

economics, predictably, the consumers are irrational and biased in taking decisions. As a

result, the organisations having adverse opportunity orientation likely to seize and gain

opportunities at the cost of consumers.

According to the nudge theory, consumer behaviour is influenced by positive reinforcement

and minimal suggestions. The proponents of the theory suggest that behavioural nudges can

minimise the market inefficiency, encourage desirable actions and save the government

consumption from increasing the efficiency of the market (Haggag and Paci, 2014). Again,

Akerlof and Shiller (2015) believe that nudges can be a non-transparent and mis-usable tool
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in the form of social engineering to encourage obtaining products to consumers that are not

needed. However, in US and UK, public policymakers are using behavioural nudges in a

prompt of changing the desired behaviours for meeting social, economic, and environmental

targets of the market.

Considering an example of the behavioural market inefficiencies where the sellers take

opportunities of the consumers, whereby increases the profitability of the sellers in a manner

which diminishes the consumer well-being (Akerlof and Shiller, 2015). A fascinating

instance of behavioural market inefficiencies is the “shrouded attributes” of goods. It engages

an additional cost on goods that the purchasers do not pay attention to since they are not

salient or observable. Another instance is a person who likes to purchase a new car and

attempt to know the fuel economy of multiple car models to help himself make better choices

about car purchasing. Certainly, the purchaser can consult energy efficiency and fuel

economy information offered by vendors, and it conceivably helps purchasers to make good

decisions (Sunstein, 2014b, p.41).

If only the purchasers provide adequate attention and understand the details of the fuel

economy, then they may save potential money on the vehicle. However, the situations are not

typically the same, and the issue of the consumer is that the data are shrouded. Therefore, it is

not presented or salient in a form which draws the attention of consumers to the variation in

the fuel cost among different car models (Bruns et al., 2018). Most of the time, the consumers

are not willing to make energy-efficient investments understanding the entire information

even if the investment can pay off in the short run considerably. Therefore, the vehicle

purchasers keen to purchase the cars which are not energy-efficient for the users but

significantly consume more fuel are preferable for them in the auto preferences (Sunstein,

2014, p.44). In the present case, the consumer wellbeing is potentially lower, so the educative

nudging can act as improving the full economy information presentation to the consumers

and make it easily accessible in the form of disclosure to consumers that can pay off. The

nudging in the present case not only offers better vehicle purchasing decisions and also

minimises the decision bias of consumers; otherwise the vendors take advantage of it.

In the present case, the market inefficiencies are explained with the example of the worst,

where organisations and vendors take advantage of vulnerable and unsophisticated consumer

purchasing to make a profit. The vendors and businesses apparently have adverse

opportunities orientation for the consumers, and the vendors have self-interested motivation
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at an excessive level. The present example is a minimal level of applicating nudges where it

is designed for helping the individuals to navigate their well-being successfully (Tomer,

2017). In a broader perspective, the high application of Nudges is designed for fostering the

informed actions and decisions from the organisations and groups of people who deal with

multiple difficult issues or obstacles in their well-being for the citizens living in a specific

society, communities, and regions. For example, such wider nudges counter a nation’s socio-

economic forces that contribute to chronic disease growth in a country (Tomer, 2018). The

high application of nudges can counter market dysfunction related to the large-scale

behavioural market inefficiencies. The behavioural nudge is an intervention to rectify the

market inefficiencies and dysfunctions to understand its contribution to the wellbeing of

consumers in the nation. In most cases, the application of nudging on a large scale is more

imperative than the lower level, especially if the issue has a complex adverse behaviour

pattern.

However, according to the researchers Leicester, Levell and Rasul (2012), the policymakers

in the market inefficiency have to manage the transaction cost, information asymmetries,

human emotion, and market psychology with the interventions to overcome the problems.

The behavioural nudges and their functions may act as guidance for making informed

decisions for consumers. The policymakers in the market inefficiency cannot address these

issues adequately. Multiple cumulative research body has questioned the ethical approaches

of nudging, and a broad consensus has appeared in the literature that “the democratic

government can refrain with nudging as it is a practical liberal democracy which is

committed to the free-market choices”. The political theoreticians believe that nudges can act

as inherent choice limiting, conservative, and elitist techniques that the government in power

impose with a good life, conception as per fiercest opponents (Haggag and Paci, 2014). Even

the researchers have mentioned that the behavioural nudges may trigger the insolent

behaviour of reactance, particularly if any information is perceived from the distrusted

sources or it challenges the way of life or identity of individuals. Consequently, the

consumers will restrict the use of nudges if they are misled about the true purpose of this

activity.

Successful and unsuccessful policy nudges

For instance, obesity in the socio-economy consider a negative influence on eating a high

amount of food and contributes to the obesity and poor health of the consumers for the eating
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habits. It is significant to market inefficiency, and the food vendors take advantage of this

lack of knowledge, biases, and vulnerability of consumers. The actions affect the wellbeing

of the population segment due to their magnitude (Vogelaar and Stam, 2021). In the present

case, it is one of the inefficiencies of the market under behaviour economics, and the

government can take action with nudging due to the scope of the problem. The issue is deeply

embedded in human behaviour, and using nudging directly is unlikely to put any pressure on

the social-economic dysfunction. Hence the anti-obesity nudging can help by influencing the

food buyers with the appropriate information, labelling the warnings about unhealthy diets,

influencing them to eat healthy foods, and offering examples of negative issues to show the

positivity. For food suppliers, the government can use nudging by ceasing the processes and

ingredients used for food preparation that make unhealthy food items, offering more

knowledge about unhealthy ingredients, applying the healthy default regulations for food

preparation, and offering socially responsible food examples (Owens et al., 2014). Arguably,

the present anti-obesity nudges can be successful if the government can change and improve

the eating pattern of as many people and improve their health. It will lessen the obesity issues

of the nation, raise the awareness among the people and also food vendors; thirdly, it will

improve a motivational balance between empathy and self-interest.

An example of unsuccessful nudging is the initiation of benefits and rewards for unemployed

people. It can minimise the efforts of the population essentially and reduce their job searching

in the nation. Another example is offering the population “easy access to the credit”, perhaps

discouraging the population from administrating the finances for saving (Tomer, 2017). The

positive examples of nudging are very unusual in reality. Most companies use nudging for

their own interest and profit purely. According to Akerlof et al., (2015), behavioural nudging

is discussed as "phishing for phools". They have mentioned that in the private sector, nudging

is more dangerous than government intervention since, in the private sector, they have more

choices over the products than the government with coercive power in monopoly. Even the

nudge studies have conducted a systematic review which shows that 18% of the interventions

are unsuccessful due to the confusion among the target audience; it offers short term benefits.

Few nudges are inaccurate for making the choice of architecture.
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Conclusion
The concept of nudge has turned out to be an essential intervention in behaviour economics,

substituting the government interventions applied by the policymakers. The country US, the

UK and other developing countries are getting attracted by the behavioural economics and

the application of nudges for making informed choices for the individuals or groups. The

present paper has discussed the concept and further built critical analysis on its application

according to multiple critics. It is evident from the present report that the nudges aim to

improve the wellbeing of people and such improvement needs efforts, intelligent reflection,

and wisdom which will offer beneficial outcomes. However, the report has also addressed the

issue of market inefficiencies and the capacity of nudges to address this market inefficiency

instead of the other government interventions. The report has given both successful and

successful applications of nudges in real life. The present research due to lack of scope, did

not penetrate the components of market inefficiencies and address them individually with the

behaviour nudges. It needs future research to confirm whether nudges can overcome the

market inefficiencies or not.
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